“Exquisite world jazz, both rhythmically rich and mellifluous...”
– Lira Music Magazine

“Magical Melange”
– Times of India

ANDERS HAGBERG MELODIC MELANGE

Improvisation and boundary crossing collaborations are the hallmarks of Swedish flautist and saxophonist Anders Hagberg. Anders has a unique sound, combining Scandinavian lyrical melodies with rhythms and sounds from the Orient. With instrumental mastery, these elements are merged into a profound and personal expression.

The collaboration between Anders Hagberg and Palestinian oud virtuoso Ahmad al Khatib has resulted in the album Melodic Melange (2014) where they play with Swedish bass player Johannes Lundberg and Paris based percussionist Youssef Hbeisch. The musicians have performed worldwide with groups and artists like Trio Joubran, Billy Cobham, Vikku Vinayakram, Marilyn Mazur to name a few.

Anders Hagberg – flutes and soprano sax (SE)
Ahmad al Khatib – oud (PA)
Youssef Hbeisch – percussions (FR)
Johannes Lundberg – bass (SE)

Anders Hagberg is an endorser of Yanagisawa Saxophones and Rico Reeds.

Contact Silvia Sardeira: silvia@mcv.se / anders@andershagberg.se / www.andershagberg.com